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Interior Trends 
Summer 20225

Rikke Mitchell, Director at Nordhus Furniture shares 5 of the hottest 
trends for this summer.

Integrated Handles
Integrated handles no longer mean a boring j handle 
at the top of a door.  At Nordhus Furniture, these 
can be almost any shape to suit the clients needs.  
“The circular handles are a lovely tactile detail on 
all sorts of cabinetry”, says Rikke, “they invite your 
hands to use them.”  

Secret Door
Nordhus Furniture specialises in designing secret 
doors into spaces.  These allow adjoining spaces to 
be closed off and hidden entirely or opened back up.  
They create a sense of anticipation.  Rikke says “The 
secret door allows for a uniform set of wardrobe 
doors within the bedroom, which when closed 
creates symmetry and is aesthetically pleasing.  Once 
open, these lead to a further set of wardrobes and 
master ensuite beyond.” 

THE DETAILS
Nordhus Furniture

For your joinery journey, contact 
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“When we make 
kitchens with 
waterfall ends, 

we work with our 
stone masons to 

ensure the worktop 
is mitred correctly”

Colour Drenching
Colour drenching is essentially choosing one colour 
to saturate multiple surfaces within the space.  
Rikke Mitchell, Director at Nordhus Furniture is 
an advocate of the technique, and she says: “colour 
drenching signals the move away from white ceilings 
and woodwork towards a considered cohesive 
scheme with a contemporary feel.  Colour drenching 
works particularly well in bedrooms such as the 
Confetti wardrobe we recently made for a client.

Hidden Kitchen
“Hidden kitchens start at the design stage of a new 
kitchen”, says Rikke.  “Here at Nordhus creating 
cleverly concealed spaces are part of every kitchen 
we make.”  These hidden workspaces typically hide 
microwaves, coffee machines, toasters & mixers.  It 
can be closed when not in use to create a tidy and 
contemporary family space.  

Waterfall Islands
Whilst marble worktops are a classic addition to 
any high-end kitchen, adding a waterfall end to an 
island is a contemporary take on this kitchen classic.  
According to Rikke: “when we make kitchens with 
waterfall ends, we work with our stone masons to 
ensure the worktop is mitred correctly and the vein 
in the marble flows across the worktop and down the 
waterfall end to enhance the effect.
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